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Abstract
The World Allergy Organization (WAO) Guidelines for the assessment and management of anaphylaxis are a widely disseminated and used resource for information about anaphylaxis. They focus on patients at risk, triggers, clinical diagnosis, treatment in health care settings, self-treatment in the community, and prevention of recurrences. Their unique strengths include a global perspective informed by prior research on the global availability of essentials for anaphylaxis assessment and management and a global agenda for anaphylaxis research. Additionally, detailed colored illustrations are linked to key concepts in the text [Simons et al.: J Allergy Clin Immunol 2011;127:593.e1–e22]. The recommendations in the original WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines for management of anaphylaxis in health care settings and community settings were based on evidence published in peer-reviewed, indexed medical journals to the end of 2010. These recommendations remain unchanged and clinically relevant. An update of the evidence base was published in 2012 [Simons et al.: Curr Opin Allergy Clin Immunol 2012;12:389–399]. In 2012 and early 2013, major advances were reported in the following areas: further characterization of patient phenotypes; development of in vitro tests (for some allergens) that help distinguish clinical risk of anaphylaxis from asymptomatic sensitization; epinephrine (adrenaline) research, including studies of a new epinephrine auto-injector for use in community settings, and randomized controlled trials of immunotherapy to prevent food-induced anaphylaxis. Despite these advances, the need for additional prospective studies, including randomized controlled trials of interventions in anaphylaxis is increasingly apparent. This
2013 Update highlights publications from 2012 and 2013 that further contribute to the evidence base for the recommendations made in the original WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines. Ideally, it should be used in conjunction with these Guidelines and with the 2012 Guidelines Update.

Introduction

The World Allergy Organization (WAO) Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of Anaphylaxis (subsequently referred to in this publication as the ‘WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines’ or ‘the Guidelines’) were published in early 2011 [1]. The recommendations made in the Guidelines remain unchanged and relevant. In this 2013 Update, a resource intended for use in conjunction with the Guidelines and the 2012 Guidelines Update [2], we highlight major advances in anaphylaxis research published in 2012 and early 2013, thereby strengthening the evidence base for the recommendations made in the Guidelines [1].

Some of the unique aspects of the WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines are summarized in table 1. These Guidelines were preceded by a survey of the global availability of essentials for the assessment and management of anaphylaxis. They focus on vulnerable patients, risk factors for severe or fatal anaphylaxis, and cofactors that amplify anaphylaxis. They include information on mechanisms and triggers. They emphasize prompt clinical diagnosis and prompt initial treatment that can be carried out even in a low-resource setting, as well as anticipatory long-term management of patients at risk of anaphylaxis recurrence [1].

In 2012, the WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines and Guidelines-related materials such as posters and pocket cards that promulgate the main concepts of the Guidelines were widely disseminated (table 2). The posters and pocket cards were translated into many different languages [2]. In 2013, a patient information card based on the principles of prompt clinical diagnosis, prompt initial treatment, self-treatment in community settings, and prevention of recurrences was developed and disseminated [1, 3].

Epidemiology of Anaphylaxis

Retrospective studies of anaphylaxis have been reported from many countries and a variety of settings, including the community, allergy clinics, emergency departments (ED), hospital wards, and critical care units [1, 2, 4–8]. These studies improve our understanding of anaphylaxis epidemiology and facilitate hypothesis generation. Analysis of standardized clinical data collected from a cohort of 2,012 adults and children with well-defined anaphylaxis is an important step forward and sets the stage for prospective studies [4].

### Table 1. Unique aspects of the 2011 WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines

- Preceded by a published survey of global availability of essentials for assessment and management
- Provide a global perspective on anaphylaxis
- Developed in response to absence of global anaphylaxis guidelines
- Developed without corporate funding
- Include evidence-based recommendations
- Cite 150 references, most published from 2006 to 2010 in indexed, peer-reviewed journals
- Include color illustrations linked to the key concepts in the text
- Highlight the role of the allergy/immunology specialist
- Propose a global agenda for anaphylaxis research

### Table 2. Dissemination of the WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines and related materials

- Co-publication (open access) in: The Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology and in the World Allergy Organization Journal
- Posted on the WAO website and on WAO member society websites
- Summary posters and pocket cards translated into many languages
- Presented at meetings worldwide, including plenary sessions at AAAAI, EAACI, and WAO congresses
- Used in undergraduate and postgraduate medical courses
- Used in other specialty areas
- Used in primary care and allied health
- Update of the evidence base published in 2012 in Current Opinion in Allergy and Clinical Immunology
- Patient information card developed and disseminated in 2013

AAAAI = American Academy of Allergy Asthma and Immunology; EAACI = European Academy of Allergology and Clinical Immunology. Including Arabic, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and Turkish. Including sports medicine and the 2012 Olympics (by the Therapeutic Use Exemption Committee).
Few epidemiologic studies to date have examined the incidence of anaphylaxis in the general population. Investigators in Spain used electronic medical records from primary care clinics, allergy clinics, ED visits, and hospitalizations, and tracked patients with anaphylaxis across different clinical settings. The incidence rate of 103 episodes per 100,000 person-years was higher than previously reported, with a peak of 314 episodes per 100,000 person-years in the age group 0–4 years [5].

Limited data have been published to date on the epidemiology of anaphylaxis in low- and middle-income countries. Investigators in Turkey used a novel 2-stage approach involving International Classification of Disease (ICD)-10 codes with additional analysis of clinical codes to extract data on patients admitted with a recorded primary diagnosis of anaphylaxis to all 45 hospitals in Istanbul. Overall, 1,95 cases of anaphylaxis per 100,000 person-years were reported, likely an underestimate [6].

In a 5-year retrospective study of all patients seen in the ED of a community hospital, involvement of multiple organ systems or a history of ED visits for anaphylaxis according to established criteria was used. The main contributing factors were asthma, allergic rhinitis, and atopy. The relationship between mast cell activation disorders and anaphylaxis has been further elucidated [15]. In children with cutaneous mastocytosis, a combination of extensive skin involvement (more than 90% of body surface area) and elevated baseline serum total tryptase concentrations (mean 45.3 ± 5.2 µg/l) predicted severe mast cell mediator-related symptoms and signs requiring hospitalization and in some cases critical care unit admission [16].

The importance of systemic mastocytosis as a risk factor for severe *Hymenoptera* sting-induced anaphylaxis and venom subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT)-induced anaphylaxis cannot be overemphasized [1, 2, 17, 18]. The association between drug-induced anaphylaxis and undetected mast cell disease is not as strong; nevertheless, examination for skin signs of mast cell disorders and measurement of baseline tryptase concentrations is recommended in these patients [19]. Elevated baseline tryptase concentrations do not appear to be a risk factor for anaphylaxis from SCIT with airborne allergens [20].

An observational cohort study of patients with *Hymenoptera* venom anaphylaxis confirmed significant contributing factors to be: elevated baseline tryptase concentrations, older age, absence of urticaria or angioedema during anaphylaxis, and symptom onset within 5 min af-
after a sting; however, in this study, no significant relationship with β-blocker use or angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor use was identified [18].

In an ED study of anaphylaxis, use of any antihypertensive medication (β-blocker, ACE inhibitor, calcium channel blocker, angiotensin-receptor blocker, or diuretic) was associated with severe episodes involving three or more organ systems, syncope, hypoxia, or hypotension, and increased likelihood of hospitalization. This association occurred independently of age, gender, preexisting lung disease, or suspected trigger [12].

Cofactors, many of which are patient related, are relevant in anaphylaxis [1, 2]. The possibility of cofactor amplification of anaphylaxis should be considered when assessing reactions to foods, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), exercise, and alcohol [21]. Pollinosis has been identified as an external cofactor on the basis of peak hospital admissions for anaphylaxis during the tree pollen season (p = 0.015) [13].

**Triggers and Mechanisms**

Descriptions of new anaphylaxis triggers and improved methods of confirming triggers suggested by the history of the episode have a prominent place in the 2013 Update, as in the 2012 Update [2].

**Food**

Children who were clinically reactive to peanut (including those with anaphylaxis) had higher specific IgE levels to Ara h 1, Ara h 2, and Ara h 3 than asymptomatic peanut-sensitized children did (p < 0.00001). Elevated specific IgE to Ara h 2 was the major contributor to accurate discrimination between clinical reactivity to peanut and asymptomatic sensitization to peanut (99.1% sensitivity, 98.3% specificity, and 1.2% misclassification rate) and had a higher discriminative accuracy than IgE to whole peanut extract (p = 0.008) [22].

Short-chain low molecular weight galacto-oligosaccharides with prebiotic effects that are added to some cow’s milk formulas have been identified as a new trigger of IgE-mediated anaphylaxis in patients presenting at a median age of 6 years [23].

In tropical climates, orally ingested mites that contaminate wheat flour can trigger anaphylaxis even after cooking (the so-called ‘pancake syndrome’) and also play a role in food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis [24].

In a prospective study, most patients allergic to red meat were sensitized to gelatin, and a subset was clinically allergic to both red meat and gelatin. The detection of galactose-α 1,3-galactose (α-gal) in gelatin, and correlation between the results of α-gal and gelatin testing, raised the possibility that α-gal-specific IgE might be the target of reactivity to gelatin [25].

In a cross-sectional validation study in 99 fish-tolerant patients and 35 Anisakis simplex-allergic patients, in addition to use of commercially available allergens in skin prick tests and the ImmunoCap assay, testing with 5 recombinant Anisakis allergens (Ani s 1, Ani s 3, Ani s 5, Ani s 9, and Ani s 10) retained high diagnostic sensitivity and increased diagnostic specificity [26].

Anaphylaxis to food typically occurs after ingestion [1, 2]; however, it can also occur after skin contact with vomited food such as egg and milk [27], or inhalation of minute food particles; for example, sleeping on pillows stuffed with soy products can cause nocturnal anaphylaxis in soy-sensitized patients [28].

In wheat-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis, IgE antibodies to recombinant omega5-gliadin are detectable in more than 80% of patients. In their absence, it can be helpful to determine IgE reactivity to other wheat proteins such as α-β-γ-gliadin (especially γ-gliadin) and high molecular weight glutenin [29, 30].

**Venoms**

True double positivity to bee and wasp venoms is difficult to distinguish from cross-reactivity to these venoms [1]. Only 47% of 76 patients with double positivity to whole bee and wasp (yellow jacket) venoms reacted to recombinant species-specific major allergens (rSSMA) from both of these species. The specificity of IgE to rSSMA was excellent, especially for wasp venom [31]. In another study, component-resolved diagnosis with wasp-specific recombinant allergen components Ves v 1 and Ves v 5 was a reliable method of diagnosing wasp/yellow jacket allergy [32].

**Drugs and Biologic Agents**

In a retrospective review, anaphylaxis comprised 6% of 16,157 adverse drug reactions and was reported in patients 7 days to 91 years old. Of these patients, 19% were hospitalized and 3% died. Antibiotics, NSAIDs, antineoplastics/cytotoxic drugs, and immunomodulators were the most common triggers [33].

Proton pump inhibitor administration might increase the risk of developing any drug hypersensitivity. In 161 hospitalized patients, after controlling for confounders, the odds ratio of confirmed drug hypersensitivity was 4.35 (95% CI 2.0–9.45) in those receiving a proton pump inhibitor compared with matched controls. A personal
history of drug allergy and a long hospitalization time were also significant risk factors [34].

Some patients with clinical reactivity to paracetamol (acetaminophen) may have positive immediate skin tests to the drug, indicating involvement of specific IgE; however, negative skin tests do not exclude paracetamol hypersensitivity, which can also be mediated through leukotrienes or other mechanisms [35].

In a 10-year audit of anaphylaxis to muscle relaxants, 20% of 220 patients had positive intradermal tests to the muscle relaxant given during their surgical procedure, most commonly rocuronium or suxamethonium; 65% of those reacting to rocuronium and 29% of those reacting to suxamethonium had cross-reactivity to another muscle relaxant [36].

Biological agents are immunogenic and can cause anaphylaxis [1]. ‘Immediate infusion reactions’ attributed to rituximab, a common culprit, are usually attributed to cytokine release syndrome; however, rituximab can also be associated with anaphylaxis, rituximab-specific IgE, and rituximab-specific Th2 cells [37].

Other Triggers

In patients with a history of clinical reactivity to latex, latex-specific IgE assays remain useful, although they have a lower sensitivity than previously reported and should not be used for screening the general population [38]. In contrast, in patients with pollinosis who have no history of clinical reactivity to latex, commercially available latex-specific IgE assays are often positive but may not be clinically relevant [39].

Multiple food hypersensitivity was a hallmark of 82 Italian patients with food-dependent, exercise-induced anaphylaxis. When evaluated using skin prick tests, prick-prick tests, and specific IgE levels, including an 89-allergen microarray, 96% were positive to one or more foods and 60% to more than 20 foods; 78% were positive to peach lipid transfer protein Pru p 3 [40].

Rarely, women develop anaphylaxis to human seminal plasma and human prostate-specific antigen [1]. Cross-reactivity of this allergen with the newly identified dog dander allergen Can f 5 appears to be clinically relevant [41].

Based on a PubMed search, 4 genera of helminths are now reported to be associated with anaphylaxis. In addition to *Echinococcus* species and *Anisakis* species, these include *Taenia solium* cysticercosis and *Ascaris* species [42].

Anaphylaxis after skin contact with chemicals such as the persulfate in hair-bleaching products is rare, and the mechanisms have not yet been elucidated [43].

Clinical Diagnosis

Use of validated clinical criteria can be helpful in making the diagnosis of anaphylaxis [1–3]. Based on standardized data collected from 2,012 patients with severe respiratory or cardiovascular involvement in anaphylaxis, symptom profiles support the identification of patient risk factors, because they are impacted by age and comorbid disease in addition to triggers. In elderly patients, cardiovascular symptoms and medication or stinging insect triggers are typical. In young patients, respiratory symptoms, atopy, and food triggers are typical [5].

In a 10-year retrospective study, shock was documented in 41% of 294 patients with anaphylaxis, typically in elderly patients with initial symptoms of syncope, dizziness, and cyanosis after exposure to radiocontrast media or drugs. Patients without shock (59% of the total) tended to be younger, had no initial cardiovascular symptoms, and reported food triggers [44].

In infants and children with anaphylaxis, hypotension is an uncommon initial manifestation [1], typically only occurring in severe episodes. During a prospective study of medically-supervised open food challenges in 80 children [median age 5.3 years (range 1.5–16)], a systolic blood pressure decrease greater than 30% was measured in only one child with anaphylaxis symptoms [45].

Uterine breakthrough bleeding and contractions can occur in women with anaphylaxis to honey bee venom, or to SCIT with honey bee venom. This is attributed to melittin, a venom component that interferes with complement cleavage and bradykinin release [46].

Clinical diagnosis of anaphylaxis is based on consideration of the patient’s presenting symptoms and signs and on ruling out other sudden-onset multisystem diseases. The differential diagnosis includes common disorders such as acute asthma or acute urticaria [1, 2]. It also includes uncommon disorders in which, as in anaphylaxis, delay in making an accurate diagnosis and initiating appropriate treatment can lead to death. As an example, in fatal attacks of hereditary angioedema due to C1-esterase inhibitor deficiency, the predyspneic phase lasts 3.7 h (range 0–11); however, the dyspneic phase lasts only 41 min (range 2–240) and the loss of consciousness phase lasts only 8.9 min (range 0–20) [47].

Role of Laboratory Tests

Results of laboratory tests performed on blood samples taken during anaphylaxis can be useful in some patients for subsequently confirming the diagnosis [1, 2]. In a prospective study in adults, serum total tryptase con-
centrations were measured sequentially 1–2, 4–6, and 12–24 h after the onset of anaphylaxis symptoms and at baseline (follow-up). In 62% of the patients, initial tryptase levels were elevated (mean 19.3 ± 15.4 μg/l) with positive correlation between grades of severity and tryptase levels (p < 0.001, r = 0.49) [48].

In early infancy, the normal reference range for baseline tryptase concentrations differs from the normal reference range in older infants, children, and adults. In nonatopic infants under 3 months of age, the median baseline tryptase concentrations were 6.1 ± 3.5 μg/l. In atopic infants under 3 months of age, the median baseline tryptase concentrations were 14.3 ± 10.2 μg/l. Levels gradually decreased during the first year of life, and by age 9–10 months, regardless of atopic status, median levels were 3.9 ± 1.8 μg/l [1, 49].

Transient elevation of platelet-activating factor (PAF) correlates better with anaphylaxis severity than tryptase or histamine concentrations do; however, PAF concentrations return to baseline within 15–20 min [50].

There are still no biomarkers or laboratory tests available for confirmation of the diagnosis of anaphylaxis at the time of presentation, and there are no biomarkers that are elevated regardless of the anaphylaxis trigger or its route of entry. Moreover, local mediator release without elevation of systemic levels of any biomarker might be important in some patients [1].

Management of Anaphylaxis in Health Care Settings

Prompt initial treatment is essential in anaphylaxis. Even a few minutes’ delay can lead to hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy or death. The importance of having a management protocol cannot be over-emphasized because retention of memorized facts and algorithms can be poor in a crisis and there is little or no time to look up information [1, 2].

The time-dependent and concentration-dependent pharmacologic effects of epinephrine (adrenaline) have been confirmed in a new in vitro human vascular smooth muscle cell model, in which early addition of epinephrine proved to be essential for inhibition of PAF-induced PGE₂ release [51]. These findings are consistent with the clinical observation that epinephrine is maximally effective when injected promptly in anaphylaxis [1].

In a retrospective review of 321 ED patients with anaphylaxis treated with epinephrine, need for two or more epinephrine injections did not correlate with obesity or overweight status; however, in an unspecified number of patients in this study, body mass index calculations were based on estimated height and weight rather than directly measured height and weight [52].

H₁-antihistamines are not drugs of choice in initial anaphylaxis treatment because they do not relieve life-threatening respiratory symptoms or shock, although they decrease urticaria and itching. The medications and doses used in anaphylaxis are extrapolated from urticaria treatment [1, 2]. Intravenously administered H₁-antihistamines can cause hypotension [53].

An updated Cochrane Database systematic review found no randomized or quasi-randomized controlled trials of glucocorticoid treatment for anaphylaxis, was unable to make definitive recommendations for or against their use, and highlighted the need for a more robust evidence base in this area [54]. Glucocorticoids remain in use for anaphylaxis because they potentially prevent biphasic anaphylaxis; however, medications and dosing are extrapolated from asthma treatment and the onset of action takes several hours. They are not drugs of choice in initial anaphylaxis treatment [1].

A discrepancy between anaphylaxis management recommendations in current guidelines and implementation of these recommendations was confirmed in a large ED study, in which only 12% of patients with severe anaphylaxis received epinephrine, although 50% received an antihistamine and 51% received a glucocorticoid. Based on this data, a revised approach to training in anaphylaxis management was proposed [55].

The recommendation in the original WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines for intravenous fluid resuscitation using the crystalloid normal saline, rather than a colloid, remains current [1]. A Cochrane review of randomized controlled trials of crystalloids versus colloids in thousands of surgical patients requiring volume replacement found that colloid administration did not correlate with increased survival [56].

In anaphylaxis refractory to initial treatment, new interventions are needed. Infusion of methylene blue, a selective inhibitor of the nitric oxide-cyclic guanosine monophosphate pathway, has been successful, especially in patients with distributive shock and profound vasodilation (vasoplegia) [57, 58].

Vulnerable Patients

In the treatment of vulnerable patients such as infants, pregnant women, and the elderly with anaphylaxis, small but important modifications of the management protocol for prompt initial treatment are needed...
[1]. As an example, pregnant women with anaphylaxis require not only prompt epinephrine injection but also high-flow supplemental oxygen, positioning on the left side so the gravid uterus does not compress the inferior vena cava and impede venous return to the heart, maintenance of systolic blood pressure at or above 90 mm Hg to ensure adequate placental perfusion, and continuous electronic monitoring of both mother and infant. When cardiopulmonary resuscitation is indicated in a fully gravid woman, continuous chest compressions can be difficult. Emergency cesarean delivery is sometimes necessary [59].

**Long-Term Management: Self-Treatment in Community Settings**

After successful treatment of anaphylaxis in health care settings, patients should be equipped to treat recurrences that occur despite attempts to avoid trigger exposures in community settings [1, 2] (table 3).

In a prospective longitudinal observational study, advice and written instructions were provided to families of 512 milk- or egg-allergic infants who were age 3–15 months at study entry. During a median follow-up of 36 months, allergic reactions occurred in 53% of the babies. Reactions were associated not only with misreading food labels or food cross-contamination but also with intentional exposure to foods that should have been avoided, and infants being fed by persons other than their parents. Of the 11.4% of infants with anaphylaxis, only 29.9% received epinephrine injections [60].

The annual incidence rate of accidental exposure to peanut in 1,411 at-risk children age 7.1 ± SD 3.9 years was 13% over 1,175 patient-years (95% CI 10.7–14.5). Children with a recent diagnosis, and adolescents, were at increased risk. Only 21% of moderate or severe allergic reactions were treated with epinephrine injections [61].

Patients at risk for anaphylaxis recurrence in community settings should be equipped with one or more epinephrine auto-injectors (EAI) [62]; if auto-injectors are unavailable or unaffordable, alternative (although not preferred) forms of injectable epinephrine should be recommended [1].

In the episodes of fatal anaphylaxis to foods described previously in this Update, the patients who died either had no EAI prescribed or did not have it available during their fatal episode [14].

Patterns of prescribing EAIs for patients at risk of anaphylaxis in community settings vary among allergists. As an example, although many anaphylaxis episodes after allergen SCIT begin after the typical 30-min on-site observation period in the clinic, for patients on SCIT, 13.5% of allergists never prescribe EAIs, 33.3% always prescribe EAIs, and 52.7% risk-stratify [63].

Persistence of acquired skills to treat anaphylaxis in community settings cannot be guaranteed by patient and caregiver training. Carrying EAIs and competency in using them have been documented to decrease with time after instruction [64].

A new EAI designed using human factors engineering principles has a compact (9 × 5 × 1.5 cm) shape and a single safety guard on the same end as the needle. It provides step-by-step audio instructions, a 5-second countdown during injection, and audio and visual confirmation when injection is complete [65]. Method of instruction and auto-injector size, shape, and preference to carry appear to be useful attributes [66].

Recognition of anaphylaxis symptoms and signs can sometimes be difficult, even for health care professionals [1]. In a blinded, cross-sectional online survey of a random sample of emergency medical service personnel, 99% of paramedics correctly identified a classic presentation of anaphylaxis; however, only 3% recognized an atypical presentation of anaphylaxis in a patient with abdominal pain, hypotension, and no skin signs [67].

Progress in anaphylaxis education research continues. An educational curriculum for parents of children with food allergy that includes information on why, when, and how to use EAIs has been validated and is available online at no cost [68].

Pediatric allergists surveyed about when they typically begin to transfer responsibilities for anaphylaxis recognition and EAI use from adults to children and teenagers expected that by age 12–14 years their patients should begin to share these responsibilities. The allergists individualized the timing of transfer based on patient factors such as presence of asthma and absence of cognitive dysfunction [69]. Caregivers of children and teenagers at increased risk of anaphylaxis in community settings expected to begin gradual transfer of responsibilities earlier, to children age <6–11 years [70].

A 24-hour helpline established to provide access to expert management advice for food allergy-related anaphylaxis will potentially facilitate prompt epinephrine administration, improve clinical outcomes, and, when appropriate, provide reassurance [71].
**Long-Term Management: Prevention of Recurrence**

**Risk Assessment**

Tests to confirm the etiology of an anaphylaxis episode are critically important because the trigger suspected by the patient is not necessarily the true culprit. The confirmed trigger needs to be strictly avoided if future episodes are to be prevented [1, 2] (table 3).

Children with suspected allergy to milk or egg, and a negative skin prick test, require a specific IgE measurement to the suspect allergen, and those with an absent or undetectable IgE level require a skin prick test with the allergen [72]. In appropriately selected patients, medically supervised oral food challenges are needed to confirm or refute clinical reactivity to food [72, 73]; however, standardization of food challenges is needed [73].

For peanut and other well-characterized food allergens, the utility of skin prick tests and specific IgE levels is maximized by considering the degree of positivity of the test results in the context of the reaction history. Component testing that measures IgE binding to specific proteins within the food potentially adds important information to the risk assessment [74].

In a retrospective study, in 98.7% of 478 consecutive patients with a convincing history of anaphylaxis after Hymenoptera stings, simultaneous testing with 4 different concentrations of honey bee venom and wasp venom was reported to be tolerated well; 0.6% of patients had allergic reactions and 0.6% had vasovagal reactions [75].

Skin tests to neuromuscular blocking agents were found to have an excellent negative predictive value when used to select an alternative neuromuscular blocking agent for subsequent surgery [76].

After an anaphylaxis episode, it is standard practice to defer skin tests for at least 3–4 weeks [1]. This sometimes presents a problem (e.g. in patients with perioperative anaphylaxis whose surgery cannot be delayed). In a prospective study in 44 patients, skin tests were performed...
early (0–4 days after the reaction during anesthesia) and late (4–8 weeks after). The overall agreement between early and late skin tests was 71% (p = 0.002). The odds ratio of obtaining a false-negative test 0–4 days after the reaction was 3.3 versus later testing (p = 0.09). The investigators noted that while early testing can be useful in some patients, it does not replace later testing [77].

Risk Reduction

In a prospective longitudinal observational study in which 293 children age 3–15 months with clinical reactivity to cow’s milk were monitored regularly, 53% became milk tolerant by a median age of 63 months [78]. In some children, however, resolution of clinical reactivity to cow’s milk can take years longer, during which they remain at risk of fatal anaphylaxis [2].

Monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1) and macrophage inflammatory protein 1-α (MIP-1-α) levels are low in children with clinical allergy to cow’s milk protein and increase during desensitization to cow’s milk [79].

Randomized controlled oral immunotherapy (OIT) or sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) trials with food allergens such as milk [80], egg [81], or peanut [82] have been conducted in carefully selected patients with well-characterized clinical reactivity and well-defined levels of allergen sensitization. Over many months, milligram doses of allergen are given in OIT; microgram doses are given in SLIT. During treatment, most patients experience symptoms such as itchy mouth and throat, lip swelling, cough, or abdominal pain and up to 20% drop out due to serious adverse effects including anaphylaxis. Temporary desensitization can be achieved and maintained as long as the food is ingested regularly; however, permanent immunologic tolerance has been difficult to demonstrate. New approaches, such as pretreatment with omalizumab followed by combined treatment with omalizumab and food AIT, are promising [83]; however, at this time, food allergen immunotherapy is still not ready for use outside the context of controlled trials approved by research ethics boards [1, 2].

A Cochrane systematic review confirmed that subcutaneous insect venom immunotherapy (VIT) (which can lead to immunologic tolerance [1]) effectively prevents future allergic reactions to insect stings and improves the quality of life. The risk of systemic reactions is low, although significant [84]. Rush initiation of VIT with *Hymenoptera* venom is associated with an increased risk of systemic reactions [2]; as an example, ultra-rush initiation (3 visits over 2 weeks) with ant venom increased the risk of objective systemic reactions versus semi-rush initiation (10 visits over 9 weeks) (p < 0.001) [85].

In patients with anaphylaxis triggered by a medication that is essential for them, substitution of a medication from a different therapeutic class is recommended [1]. If this is not possible, desensitization to the culprit drug is indicated, using a published protocol, in a hospital setting under medical supervision [1, 2]. Most published literature on drug desensitization pertains to *immediate* hypersensitivity reactions [1, 2]. In the absence of controlled studies or an evidence-based review of desensitization in delayed hypersensitivity reactions (defined as onset more than 1 h after drug administration), experts have summarized their experience with regard to indications, selection criteria, contraindications, procedures, risks, and complications of desensitization for these reactions [86]. The definition of delayed used in this important paper might require further discussion.

Sugammadex, a cyclodextrin derivative used to reverse the intramuscular blockade produced by rocuronium, encapsulates rocuronium in an inclusion complex and removes it from the neuromuscular junction to the plasma. Sugammadex also rapidly reverses anaphylaxis to rocuronium, possibly by sequestering IgE-bound rocuronium. It is not known whether the rocuronium remains potentially allergenic in inclusion complex form [87].

Vaccines that prevent infectious diseases rarely trigger anaphylaxis [1]. Patients with this history should be evaluated with skin tests to the vaccine and its components. If test results are negative, the vaccine can be administered in usual dose(s) under observation. If test results are positive, it should be administered in graded doses under observation. Patients with egg allergy of any severity (but no history of reacting to the influenza vaccine itself) can receive annual injections of trivalent influenza vaccine with low ovalbumin content, given and observed for 30 min in a setting where anaphylaxis can be recognized and treated promptly. In these patients, although skin testing with the vaccine or dividing the dose is unnecessary, live attenuated influenza vaccines are not recommended [88].

Conclusions

As summarized in this Update, the evidence base for the recommendations for the assessment, management, and prevention of anaphylaxis made in the 2011 WAO Anaphylaxis Guidelines is being strengthened year after year (table 4). Major advances in 2012 and early 2013 were: further characterization of patient phenotypes; development of in vitro tests (for some allergens) that help distinguish clinical risk of anaphylaxis from asympt-
atic sensitization; epinephrine research including studies of a new EAI for use in community settings, and randomized controlled trials of OIT and SLIT to prevent food-induced anaphylaxis. Despite these advances, additional prospective studies, including randomized controlled trials of interventions, are urgently needed for the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of anaphylaxis.
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Table 4. Progress on the global agenda for anaphylaxis research since 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda item</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of patient-specific risk factors; development of instruments to quantify them</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>2, 4, 10–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of the clinical criteria for diagnosis</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of in vitro test(s) to confirm the clinical diagnosis</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>2, 48–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of in vitro tests to distinguish clinical risk of anaphylaxis from asymptomatic sensitization</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>2, 22, 23, 25, 26, 29–32, 37–41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epinephrine research [pharmacology, epidemiology, and RCTs (not placebo-controlled) of dose vs. dose and route vs. route]</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>2, 51, 52, 55, 60–66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCTs of second-line medications such as H1-antihistamines or glucocorticoids</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>2, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCTs of immune modulation to prevent anaphylaxis episodes</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>2, 79–85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaphylaxis education</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>1, 2, 64, 68–71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RCT = Randomized controlled trial; ± = minimal; + = some; ++ = good; +++ = excellent.
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